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VJ Editorial

Lifestyle Choice?!! The Evolution of ‘The Village Journal’

Welcome to the April Edition of the Village Journal 2015
Is it just me or does it feel like there isn’t enough hours in the day? And then at other times the cycle of work, live, work seems to go on
eternally. Like ground hog day. I mean, time seems to be moving so very fast these days and here we are in the fourth month… already.
Soon people will start the Christmas countdown all over again!
The ‘reality’ of time is one of those strange phenomenon that is experienced differently by us all depending on our individual circumstances. Time can be many things and must be both a blessing and a curse for the two Aussies Andrew Chan and Myuran Sukumaran,
who are currently on death row in Indonesia on heroin smuggling charges. The Bali Nine ‘organisers’ have had their latest appeal against
the death penalty adjourned until March 25th. The pair were due to be executed weeks ago after their appeal for clemency were denied.
Not to be depressing or morbid but I wonder what time feels like when you are awaiting the prospect of facing the firing squad. I probably should stop whingeing and just be grateful that I have time.
On a lighter note, another group of people who may feel as though they are ‘facing the firing squad’ but who most certainly are not, are
our current bunch of pollies and wanna be pollies. The NSW state election is upon us again and we should know the outcome by the time
this VJ reaches your hands. Hopefully we will have had a record number of people turn out and will have witnessed a Green replace a
National. More on this in the article ‘the politics of dancing’.
And finally some really good news; The Village Journal is going Green! This edition and future editions of The Village Journal will be
carbon neutral due to better business practices and being printed on 50% recycled paper. This is all part of our re-visioning of The VJ.
To help us in our endeavour we need to hear back from you as a community about what you want to see featured in the VJ. Please see
piece on the Evolving VJ.
Keep supporting your local Village Journal									
-

Freedom

Readers Forum...
Every little bit counts!
I see unnecessary waste every day, which
could easily be reduced by a simple action.
I’m talking about the ever growing amount of
advertising dumped in our letterboxes and left
to slowly decompose as its potent chemicals
leach into our soils. There is a simple solution to greatly minimise the amount of such
material in your letterbox and it’s free! Simply
write or put a sticker on your box stating: “No
Junk Mail” and you will find a lot of unwanted
material disappear from your mail (The VJ is
not considered junk, so you will still receive
it!). The environmental benefits are numerous,
so why aren’t there many more of us who show
we care? Think of the number of trees you
could save in a year! Food for thought.
Didier Marceau
Dorroughby

12,000 Indigenous people to
be removed from WA
townships

The WA Government would like to close
down many of their Indigenous communities
to consolidate welfare provision and improve
employment prospects in remote areas. I used
to teach and organise job/VETIS training for
teenagers from remote communities, and there
are very few jobs and relevant infrastructure
currently available for these folk. However,
by shifting tribal groups, language and skin
groups, to new soil, you also run the risk of
social conflict and degradation of cultural
identity, but I doubt many of our politicians
understand, or care deeply enough about this.
Aboriginal people didn't ask to be settled
within town camps, they were forced to. This
new proposed move, which I have been awaiting, might see improved book-keeping for
tax payers initially, but this would be traumatic and in fact downright dangerous for the
vulnerable...explore the social pros and cons
of the NT’s Wadeye community, the largest
Indigenous township In Australia, along with
your proof of sustainable long-term job formation, WA, before frightening the hell out of the
innocent and soon to be further disposed!!
Ian Browne Academia.edu

Dear Editor,
My husband works at the Lismore
Recycling depot and has been exposed to
asbestos 3 times in 12 months by people
dropping it off as rubbish. The staff are trained
to identify asbestos but sometimes they don’t
find it until sorting half way through a pile
of normal waste. As a fulltime employee (the
casuals just bolt) every time he identifies
asbestos and is exposed to it, he then has to shut
down the dump, put on a full hazmat suit and
mask and hose the entire area down to prevent
anyone else accidentally being exposed. Then
he signs council documents to ‘cover him’ if he
gets sick. Dumping asbestos is illegal and it’s
dangerous. The men and women who work at
the Lismore dump are not robots but human
beings with young families. Asbestos is deadly
so please if you think it may contain asbestos or
are in any doubt please tell the staff. They take
this really seriously. Please don’t risk another
person’s life for a few bucks.
Name withheld upon request.

Logo a go-go

I am aware change is hard especially when
the majority of us are so nostalgic for the
past. I understand that a lot of you feel
fondly about the VJ logo but I have serious
issues with our current image. To be blunt - I
feel embarrassed by it. I believe this image is
inherently offensive, thoughtless and racist
even. What I (and others) see is essentially
an image that reflects the process of colonialism in Australia. I’m aware that those who
love the VJ probably have never looked at
the logo from that perspective but please
know that others do see it that way.
Other secondary problems are that the logo
lacks originality and was not designed for
the Village Journal but ‘borrowed’ from
another QLD publication.
It is outdated. Most companies re do their
logos every ten years or so.

•
•

It’s too dark
It takes up too much of the 		
allotted cover. Almost a third of
the space
•
It is black and white
So at this stage we are brain storming ideas
and considering various options and I
welcome community input. Images we are
considering are reflective of our environmental consciousness, sense of community
and interconnectedness. I am keen to know
what the VJ means to you.
Distribution.
Current distribution sees 1500 copies being
printed and roughly 1200 going straight
into the letter boxes of ‘the lucky ones’. Even
if that means they are unwanted and go
straight out unread with the junk mail. The
remaining copies go to cafes where they are
snapped up at most points within days. I see
this as being a backward way of distributing.
I think we need an ‘opt in’, not an ‘opt out’
option. People should be given equal access
to the VJ via distribution points at the local
cafes etc.
I’m sure this will ruffle a few feathers as it’s
lovely to have The Village Journal delivered
to your door (I wish I got one) but because
we can’t afford to guarantee that option for
everyone I feel it is not an egalitarian system
and equality is at the core of any Village.
We are considering various options but if
anyone has any suggestions. Please let me
know.
editor@villagejournal.org.au

Editor’s Disclaimer
All letters addressed to the Editor may be published
in the Village Journal, unless permission is specifically
requested in writing.

Got something to say?
The Village Journal seeks contributors!
Ever dreamt of being a published writer? Or perhaps you just like
to hear the sound of your own voice? If you fancy yourself as a
bit of an expert on anything we really do want to hear from you.
Don’t worry about the technical details – we will take care of
that.
Contact Freedom:
editor@villagejournal.org.au

Rainfall at 4 Wean Way,
Federal from Feb. 23 to Mar.
25 was 111.1mm.
2		The Village Journal

As most locals would know the VJ is a
community run publication that has been
in circulation for 27 years in Rosebank and
surrounding areas. As Editor it is my role,
amongst other things, to keep the VJ viable,
competitive and sustainable in the long
term. To achieve these goals I believe we
must make some changes to both our business model and distribution routes but also
aesthetically – the way the VJ looks. I am
currently addressing issues associated with
our business model and that side of the VJ is
taking shape nicely. The changes I refer to in
this instance are our Village Journal logo and
our model of distribution.

www.villagejournal.org.au
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Climbing Cuties

FOLLOW THE MONEY

Stop mining companies bankrolling the big political parties

We all know that
koalas are amazing
animals and that healthy ones spend most of their time so high in the
canopy that most of us are blissfully unaware of their presence.
To see a koala ascend the trunk of a large tree or to scarper down one
for that matter is to wonder how they do it.
Hauling their solid bodies needs tremendous strength. Clearly their
shoulders and upper body are very powerful. But there’s more to it than
that - the palms of their hands (fore paws) and the soles of their feet
(hind paw) have tough, granular skin which gives good purchase.
Hands are relatively large with the first and second digits opposed to
the third, fourth and fifth. This adaptation is for grasping branches and
provides a powerful hold around a branch. Anyone who has captured a
koala that’s got a good hold on a branch or even a cage knows just how
strong their grip is and how difficult it is to disengage.
Hands and feet are very strong and their digits long with large rounded
pads at the tip of each finger and toe. They also have long, strongly
curved and very sharp claws, except the big toe. The second and third
toes are fused together and those claws are used more for grooming.
A koala’s claws are quite extraordinary for its overall body size - those of
the hands are especially sharp and strong. If a koala is climbing a tree
larger than its arm reach then they use their claws like crampons – dug
right into the surface. Sharp claws are also an advantage with smooth
barked trees that become slippery after rain.
Being relatively heavy and stocky in shape and without a tail, koalas
climb using power and intelligence rather than agility.
So, if you do see a koala on the ground for any length of time, or even

low in a tree, think of
why it’s there. It may well be so weak that it simply cannot climb to
where it wants and needs to be.
By the way, just like us, koalas have individual fingerprints.
I’m sure Village Journal readers will join me in congratulating the Environmental Defender’s Office on 30 years’ great service to the people of
NSW in helping us to protect our natural environment from damaging
development. Pushed along by the newly formed Environmental Law
Association of NSW, the Office opened its doors in May 1985.
Friends of the Koala’s first use of EDO was in 2002 when we sought
advice on the prospects of challenging Lismore City Council’s proposed
upgrade of Skyline Road on the basis of not having obtained development consent under Part 4 of the EP&A Act. The Skyline Road
campaign was to last a couple of years. We’ve been EDO Northern
Rivers clients since the office opened in July 2006.
As we move further into Autumn koala activity is slowing across the
Region. To report a koala in trouble, or a sighting (live or dead), please
ring Friends of the Koala’s 24/7 Rescue Hotline: (02)6622 1233. For
information about koalas, their food trees and how you can assist koala
conservation, visit: www.friendsofthekoala.org or email info@friendsofthekoala.org or phone 6622 1233.
Lorraine Vass
President
Friends of the Koala, Inc

The Greens recently called on State Labor
leader Luke Foley to pay back more than
$2000 donated to Labor in February by
coal seam gas company, Santos.

“For too long big corporations, mining
companies and developers have bankrolled
the major parties’ election campaigns,
opening the way for deals and corruption.

“This is just a drop in the bucket compared
to the overall picture of donations to the
Labor, Liberals and Nationals from the
non-renewable energy and resources
sector at state and federal levels”.

“We’ve seen this played out with revelations in the ICAC about members of both
major parties,” Mr Guise said.

Adam Guise, the Greens candidate for
Lismore, says a breakdown of state and
federal political donations shows millions
of dollars in donations flowing from the
mining sector to the two major parties.
“All donations to political parties from
for-profit organisations must be banned
if we are to end the culture of political
favours and corruption” said Mr Guise.

“In NSW it doesn’t matter whether it’s the
Liberal National Party or Labor in office,
when the old parties win, it’s the corporate campaign donors who get the ear of
government.”
A breakdown of donations from nonrenewable energy and resources sector
since 1998 shows:
•

More than $7.5 million to the Liberal
Party

•

More than $4.3 million to state and
federal Labor

•

Just under $2 million to the National
Party

One of the most obvious examples of
mining companies buying political power
is the Palmer United Party being donated
more than $23 million from two of Clive
Palmer’s companies.
“In 2013-14 the Coalition took $1.7
million from the mining sector, the same
year that Tony Abbott worked with Clive
Palmer to scrap the mining tax”.
The Greens do not accept corporate
donations and are calling for a ban on
donations from for profit organisations to
political parties in NSW because “people
should always come before profits.”

Australian Concrete Posts
Prestressed & Driveable
Fence it once, Fence it right!

Locally grown plants

for local gardens

Choose quality Australian Concrete Fence
Posts. Made locally and guaranteed for life!

Lismore Collectables

TERMITE AND FIRE PROOF
ROT RESISTANT | STRONG | DURABLE
QUALITY ASSURED | QUICK & EASY

Retro, Vintage, Antiques and Collectables,
Hellbunny & Vintage Retro Clothing etc.

WANTED – ANTIQUES & OLD WARES
67 – 69 Union St, South Lismore

Ask your Rural Store for the superior Concrete
Fence Post from Australian Concrete Posts [ACP]

FIND US ON FACEBOOK

www.ConcretePosts.com.au

6621 7305
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The Rainbow bridge

Uki’s monument to lost children and a Tweed Shire
Council public relations nightmare.

10 Uses For...
Eggshells

1. Skin Tightening Face Mask
Crush up the eggshells and mix
them with an eggwhite to make a
paste. Cover your face and neck.
Rinse off once dry.
2. Treat Skin Irritations
Drop and eggshell into a cup of
Apple Cider Vinegar and leave
for a couple of days. Dab the
mixture onto minor skin irritations or itchy skin

The shock decision to repaint over a rainbow-coloured bridge
on Kyogle Road bridge over Smiths Creek at Uki has outraged
many local rate-payers and residents.
The rainbow coloured bridge which is described as graffiti by the
Tweed Council, was painted in rainbow colours as a monument
to a local child (Marley) who died two years ago.
In a highly insensitive move the Tweed Shire Council has disregarded the community's wishes and plans to repaint it despite
an over whelming result in a community survey, with over 70%
respondents voting to leave the rainbow coloured bridge.
In a creative and thoughtful response, Uki locals are asking;
why not keep it as is and add a plaque dedicating the ‘Rainbow
Bridge’ to all local children who have died. They are calling on
people to show their support by contacting the Tweed Shire to
challenge Councils decision on this sensitive issue.
‘Sometimes Councils forget that they are not ‘the third tier
of Government’ but are run to service the local communities,
not to dictate to them. This is not a simple case of ‘graffiti’ and
my heart goes out to the poor family’ said a local women who
wished to be unnamed.			
Freedom Vivian

3. Powerful Cleaner
Crush up the eggshells and mix
with soapy water to make an
abrasive cleaner. Great for removing mould and other built up
gunk.
4. Garden Fertiliser
Crush eggshells and place in hole
before planting. Shells are rich in
Calcium which is a great way to
give your seedlings a boost.
5. Pre-Potting Seedlings

eggshells and water as a nourishing drink for your house plants
8. Cat Deterrant
Scatter crushed eggshells around
your garden to keep cats from
using your garden bed as litter
box.
9. Powdered Calcium Supplement
Bake crushed eggshells at 350deg
for 8 mins. Grind into a powder
and add a teaspoon to smoothies
or juice for a calcium boost!
10. Laundry Whitener
Add eggshells to a laundry bag to
your white wash to reduce grey
appearance.
Compiled by Flick Durham
Read the full article at:
onegoodthingbyjillee.com

Start your seeds in eggshells
before planting into the ground
6. Pest Control

Council serious about stamping out asbestos dumping
Lismore City Council has fined a 36-year-old
Lismore man $4000 for dumping asbestos,
sending a strong warning to anyone else
thinking of illegal dumping.
The man dumped 220kg of asbestos-contaminated material on Boatharbour Road and was
tracked down following the thorough investigative work of a Council Compliance Officer.
Council’s Manager Development & Compliance Peter Jeuken said the material had to be
removed by a licensed asbestos contractor and
would only have cost the man approximately
$120 to dispose of legally as a result of EPA
subsidies.
“People are trying to avoid paying quite
reasonable fees, only to be lumped with a
large fine, and in the meantime they are
putting people and the environment at risk,”
Peter said.
“The material samples taken at this particular
dump site were sent for analysis and tested
positive to two types of asbestos. This stuff has
the potential to kill people. It is unbelievable
that some people think they can simply take
hazardous waste into rural areas, dump it and
there will be no consequence. Illegal dumping
is a crime that places the health and wellbeing of other people at risk and significantly
impacts the health of our environment. That’s

why we are making a concerted effort to crack
down on illegal dumping.”

The fine follows on from a $50,000 court
penalty imposed on a Ballina-based construction company that Council found dumping
large quantities of waste material including
asbestos at Woodlawn.
In the next six months, Council will be installing a minimum of seven surveillance cameras
in known dumping hotspots throughout the
Lismore Local Government Area to try and
weed out offenders.
Environmental Compliance Officers recently
underwent training with the NSW EPA in the
operation of the cameras as part of the Illegal

Scatter crushed eggshells around
your plants to deter pests like
slugs and snails.

Dumping Prevention Project being managed
across the region by NE Waste.
Cameras have been used successfully in other
regional areas across NSW to gather evidence
and catch illegal dumpers.
"The chances of dumpers getting caught are
steadily increasing as a result of ongoing staff
training and improvements in our investigation techniques," Peter said.
“Lismore City Council spends in the excess
of $100,000 per year cleaning up dumped
waste from riverbanks, reserves, roadsides
and parks. This is money that could be better
spent in other areas of Council operations to
improve services and amenity.”
NSW dumping fines for non-hazardous waste
offences are $2000 for individuals and $4000
for corporations. Hazardous waste including
asbestos fines are $4000 for individuals and
$8000 for corporations. Dumpers are also
required to clean up dumped materials or pay
for clean-up costs.

If residents have information
regarding illegal dumping they
can report it online at www.illegaldumping.com.au or phone Council
on 1300 87 83 87.

A Huge Range
at the Best Price!

7. House Plant Booster
Keep a container of crushed

Is there anything better than growing your own herbs and
veges? Richmond Sand Gravel and Landscaping Lismore and
Ballina are the suppliers of the Hexie Raised Garden Beds.
These robust easy to assemble garden beds are very popular.
Your garden bed can be designed to suit your requirements,
and they look great.
Our premium garden mix will have you harvesting before you
know it. Its useful to use a soft mulch such as sugar cane to
retain soil moisture and keep leaves clean.

SUGAR CANE BALES (9m2 coverage)
$13.95 or 3 for $37.50
LUCERENCE BALES ( 7m2 coverage)    
$21.95 or 3 for $59.95
We also have many other varieties of no dig garden beds. The
staff at Richmond Sand Gravel and Landscaping thank you for your
ongoing suport and look forward to assisting you in any of your
Landscaping requirements.
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Politics of Dancing Downunder - New South Wales goes to the polls.
After the recent bullocking, Campbell Newman
got in the Queensland election, it seems that
the Liberals in NSW have been taking notes.
The current NSW Premier; Mike Baird was
being clever and cautious at his Liberal Party
Campaign function when he acknowledged
that the PM was in the room but did not give
him the mike. Smart move. In fact as someone who is usually very unimpressed with most
M.Ps, especially those on the right – I found
myself being quietly lulled and lured in by
Mike Baird. During his address to the voters
of NSW, Mike had me captivated and at one
stage I caught myself thinking ‘hhmm what a
pity he’s not a labour man’ or even just a man
of the people. But no I reminded myself he is
not. With his good looks, smooth skin and
twinkly eyes, hypnotic voice and calming presence, Mike Baird is a charmer, a regular snake
charmer.
Voter be warned.
A sparking smile does not always mean trust
worthy but unfortunately for us poor saps who
have to elect a leader, market research gets used
against us. The pollies people always know
what appeals to us as a collective. Hence all the
blue shirts and akubras when the polllie’s head
out bush from their natural habitat –i.e. the
city.
Yes sadly, Politian’s these days are stage

managed within an inch of their lives, everything about them is crafted but some of them
are just better at the performance than others,
a little smoother. Even their hand gestures and

mannerisms are manufactured. Baird is bearable but watching Tony Abbotts awkward and
artificial hand mannerisms reminds me of that

kids game where one person stands behind
another and puts their arms forward to do the
hand motions for the other person. So essentially one person is speaking and the other is
doing the actions for them. Mmmnn hang
on????
Voters really do need to be aware and spend
some time watching the Candidates, ideally
in parliament in action. To see the real person
behind the façade you need to read their party
policies and talk to your neighbours. Sure we
are all taught that ‘it is impolite to talk politics’ – but I say that ‘social nicety’ is actually an
element of social control. Talking about politics is engaging in politics.
Less talk, more medical marijuana.
Mike Baird is now vocally advocating for the
legalisation and regulation of medical marijuana. At the liberal’s campaign speech, Mike
mentioned Dan Haslam, his battle with cancer
and brave commitment to medical cannabis.
About time I thought. And then I did the
research. Despite the rhetoric I cannot find
one Liberal policy about medicinal cannabis.
The same goes for Labor’s John Robertson, I
searched their websites and policy pages but
no where can I find any actual medicinal marijuana policies.
Freedom Vivian

Medical Cannabis – beyond debate.

Medical marijuana aka cannabis. Mike Baird
supports it, Dan Haslam died waiting for it,
and too many sick people and parents of sick
children are risking imprisonment to obtain it.
In November 2012, the NSW Government
inquiry into medical marijuana was established. After receiving 123 public submissions
and holding 2 public hearings, The Legislative
Council Committee handed down its final
report titled ‘The use of cannabis for medicinal purposes’, in May 2013. The final report
states:
The Committee considers that in general terms
medical cannabis has potential as an effective
treatment for some medical conditions with
appropriate safeguards in place. Our reading
of the evidence gathered during the inquiry –
including rigorous scientific evidence – is that
cannabis products are emerging as a promising area of medicine, most notably in respect
of a number of painful conditions that do not
respond to existing treatments. Given this
evidence, a compassionate approach is appropriate here.
Right, excellent news – but here we are
another almost two years later and medicinal
cannabis is finally on the agenda with Mike
Baird paying tribute to Dan Haslam commitment at the Liberal’s NSW Campaign speech.

We understand that your needs may be changing and at Telstra Store
Lismore, we’re here to provide you with the latest information on Telstra’s
products, plans and services.
Our local team in Lismore are ready, so come in store for a chat today.

Drug Law Reform
– more than getting
high.
So I am delighted to
finally hear that both
sides of the political
divide in NSW are
talking about medicinal cannabis BUT at
this stage it seems it is

all words.
If I had a magic wand or even a genie in a
bottle, I would wish for Politian’s the world
over to display some common sense and leadership around drug law reform. Laws are not
heaven sent they are devised by humans and
some laws are seriously flawed. How many of
us go ‘I wish I could just go kill someone today
but I won’t because it’s illegal’? Not many I’m
sure. That’s because good laws reflect society
values as a whole. Therefore good laws aren’t
that hard to uphold and bad laws need to be
challenged and changed accordingly.
Currently we have sick and dying people being
forced into the awful position of having to
break the law. Imagine telling a person dying
of cancer that no, he cannot legally access the
one thing that gives him relief because it may
harm him? Or the poor parents who after
trying every legal drug available to them, to
no avail. Finally they found cannabis tincture
and it worked. Hallelujah it actually worked.
Seizures that had made life almost unbearable
and that they knew were creating irreversible brain damage in their child, had almost
stopped all together. These very same parents
have been forced to watch their child revert
back to having continual seizures. Parents
who were legally forced under threat of having
their child removed from their custody to
stop dosing their child with the cannabis tincture, the one thing that stopped the seizures.
The worst aspect of this craziness is that the
evidence is in. Cannabis has medicinal
properties and for some it is a life saver. Big
Pharma are trying to line themselves up with
a range of products such as Sativex etc. And
yet we are still behind the eight ball in this
country, due to a lack of political courage from
those holding power.
In practice, pragmatic marijuana law reform
would include:
•
Medicinal cannabis to those in need
(i.e. those dying or suffering)

•

Re-legalised Hemp as a crop
industry (to literally save the
environment and planet)
NSW is in the perfect position to be industry leaders on Medical Marijuana.
In NSW we have the perfect climate especially
in Northern NSW to grow cannabis, we have
a wide variety of cannabis strains and a wealth
of knowledge about Medicinal Cannabis from
pioneers such as local man, Tony Bower who
have helped hundreds of desperate individuals and families. Tony has been individually
targeted in NSW and has even been jailed for
his role in the manufacture and sale of medical Marijuana tinctures. Currently Mullaway
Tincture cannot keep up with the demand
with people coming from all over the country
and some from the far corners of the globe to
buy Tony’s medicinal cannabis tinctures.
		
Freedom Vivian

Telstra Store Lismore
23-25 Woodlark Street
Lismore, 2480
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Nature’s Inspiration
I was recently sitting on my verandah, feeling a bit down
in the dumps, and asking for a bit of guidance and spiritual support, asking those guardian angels to intervene
and pick me up a bit from my self-absorption. When, lo
and behold, I looked up and there was a gorgeous koala,
right there, only a few metres away, in a tree that I’d
never seen one in before.
The koala became aware of my joyful excitement at
seeing this beautiful part of nature revealed to me as if
to take me out of myself and to remind me of the wonder
all around me. ‘He’ (acting like a juvenile male) started
jumping from the branch of the tree to a vine – no small
distance: a half a metre at least, then not stopping at
one leap he proceeded to do a Tarzan and leap from vine
to branch again, with my heart racing. I watched as he
manoeuvred my leafy back yard with consummate skill
and bravery – an inspiration to me to pick myself up and
‘have a go at living in a more open and fearless way’.

Rosebank RFS brigade news
The fire danger period is over, but it’s not a reason to become complacent. Even though permits are no longer required to light a fire on your
property, you still need to advise your neighbours and contact the local
Fire Control Centre on 6663 0000 prior to lighting.
If you happen to spot a fire that you are unsure about, the best thing to
do is to call 000 and report it as soon as possible.
Due to the shortened fire danger period this year, a few members of the
brigade attended the Region North Exercise in Glen Innes, where we
brushed up on our skills and learned new ones.
Our AGM will take place on Monday 4 May 7 pm at the Rosebank
fire shed, which will be followed by a general meeting, all are welcome
to attend.
Lastly, with winter on our doorstep, now is the time to get your flues
cleaned out and ready for when the time comes, it is also a good idea to
check that your smoke alarm(s) are in working order.
That will be it for me now, if we don’t see you at the AGM, remember
that the brigade meets the first Monday of the month, come and meet
a great crew.

Deep Southern Skies

Welcome to a monthly desciption of
our night sky for April. Remember that
daylight saving ends on Sunday April
5 when clocks go back one hour at
3.00am

Highlights
Total Lunar eclipse on April 4. Penumbral eclipse begins 8.00pm. Partial
eclipse begins 9.15pm. Total eclipse
begins 10.54pm, Greatest eclipse
11.00pm, Total eclipse ends 11.06pm,
Partial eclipse ends 12.45am, Penumbral eclipse ends 2.01am. Venus and
the crescent Moon make for an impressive sight.

Didier Marceau
President

Cats impact on local wildlife.

(I’m very grateful also to my many friends who have
leant me support in so many ways since Garth’s passing.
Life is basically good and goes on, and connecting with ‘My Mr Tittle’s wouldn’t hurt a fly”, is something we have all heard and
there are many people who think their cats are too slow, too fat or too
nature is so important to help our healing.)

lazy to catch anything but the reality is no matter their age, weight or
personality – cats are predators. In fact if they were larger than you they
Lydia Kindred could possibly even eat you!
Australia has a huge problem with feral cats and the impact they are
having on the natural environment is devastating. Cats are not native
to Australia and all the feral cats are descendants of domestic pets and
their offspring. The Village Journal is currently running a campaign to
raise awareness of the impact of domestic cats on the native wildlife.
While the issue often gets polarised with two camps (cat owners/lovers
vs. environmentalists/wildlife lovers, we would like to acknowledge
that plenty of people have domestic pets and are also environmentalists
at heart and in practice.
While we are aware that most people do the right thing however we
would like to remind those people who are owners of domestic cats of
a few things that they can do to help protect wildlife.
•
Keep your pets safely locked inside at night time
•
Keep them well fed
•
Keep them amused with toys and things to do
•
Wearing a brightly coloured scrunchie or bell alerts birds to
cats presence
•
Get all your pets de-sexed
Freedom Vivian
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The Moon
1st Moon at apogee (farthest from Earth
at 406,012 km)
4th Full Moon. Total Lunar eclipse visible across Australia.
12th Last Quarter.
17th Moon at perigee (closest to Earth
at 405,083km).
26th First Quarter
29th Moon at apogee (farthest from
Earth at 405,083km).

editor@villagejournal.org.au

The Planets
Mercury is in superior conjuntion
(mercury and Earth on opposite sides
of the Sun) on the 10th and thereafter
moves into the western evening twilight.
Venus spends the first week in April
in Aries before moving into Taurus
where it travels between the Pleiades
and Hyades clusters. The whole early
evening western horizon is beautiful at
this time of year with Taurus, Orion and
Gemini all poised to set - the dazzling
Venus and the thin crescent Moon on
the 21st and 22nd adding to the ambience.
Mars, moving across Aries becomes
increasingly difficult to see as it is
consumed in the western evening dusk
and will reappear in the eastern dawn
sky in August.
Jupiter, in Cancer, is visible in the north
as the sky darkens after evening dusk.
On the 26th, the First Quarter Moon will
be seen close to the planet. On the 9th,
Jupiter appears stationary as it comes
to the end of its four-month retrograde
loop as the Earth overtakes it - thereafter the planet moves from east to west
across the sky.
Saturn comes to opposition in May
and can be seen rising in the east
around 7.30pm mid-north. The planet
is currently in Scorpius with retrograde
motion taking it back towards the border
of Libra. On the 8th, the 19-day old
waning gibbous Moon appears quite
close to Saturn. The entire period from
April through June is a great time to
observe this gem of the Solar System.
Uranus is in conjunction with the Sun
on the 7th (the planet on the opposite
side of the Sun from the Earth) and will
not be observable until its reappearance
in the morning eastern sky in early May.
Neptune in Aquarius, is only visible in
the morning eastern sky, rising around
3am mid-April.

PO Box 274, Lismore 2480

Message to Mike from
Lock the Gate and Co
There was a political earthquake over the
weekend in NSW, and it is all down to this
incredible social movement we've created
together.
We all knew that CSG and coal had become
the defining issue of the election in regional
NSW. We all knew that it was going to shift
votes.
But on Saturday, it shifted more votes than
perhaps any of us dared to hope.
And the end result is up to five seats which
have changed hands as result.
Seats that have changed hands, or are still
hanging in the balance, include Ballina and
Lismore in the Northern Rivers, Campbelltown in Western Sydney, and Wyong and
Gosford on the Central Coast.
The most unprecedented and extraordinary
outcome of this election are swings of up to
30% directly from the National Party to the
Greens in the Northern Rivers.
It was a referendum on CSG in the Northern Rivers, and the National Party was found
wanting. For the first time ever in Australian
political history, they have lost seats directly to
the Greens. Ballina has shifted, whilst Lismore
is still hanging in the balance, waiting on prepoll votes to be counted. There have been many
promises made, and there is now an incredible
momentum for change.
The message to Mike Baird could not be clearer:
he needs to act urgently to put the brakes on
CSG in NSW and deliver far-reaching reform
of mining laws.

ph 0421 603 253
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Lismore harnessing alternative
power
Lismore just got a little bit greener with a trio of energy saving grants
awarded as part of the NSW Governments Growing Community
Energy (GCE) grants.
The NSW parliamentary secretary for renewable energy Leslie
Williams announced recently that three Lismore Community groups
would receive the renewable energy grants totalling $95,000.
The worthy recipients include;
Starfish Initiatives Solar Farm
Starfish Initiatives received a $40,000 grant and who in partnership
with the Lismore City Council will be using the funds to build two
100k solar farms. The concept is for a community owned, based and
run and this will be the first Council and Community based solar
farm partnership in Australia.
Nimbin Neighbourhood and Information Centre harnesses the power
of hot air.
Nimbin Neighbourhood and Information Centre also received
a $40,000 grant and are using their funding to build a small scale
bio-gas project in a local dairy farm. The idea is to create a working
business model for further development of bio-gas in the region.
Tyalgum Village looking at getting ‘off the grid’.
Tyalgum Village was awarded a $15,000 grant for a feasibility and
technical study of how to increase Tyalgum’s energy resilience, in practical terms that means how to get Tyalgum off the grid and producing,
capturing, storing and meeting its own energy needs.

Greetings all,
2015 has brought significant change
including a major turnaround of the
Committee. We now have a new Chair
(Lydia Kindred), Vice Chair (Ross
Wilson) Treasurer (Jane Smith), Secretary (Terry Gliddon) and Public Officer
(Mary O’Brien).
Lydia and Ross are quite probably known to most of you, but the latter
three are all new to the Rosebank area in the past two years.
A mixture of new and long term members is an excellent way to
continue the wonderful achievements of the RCI and to plan for new
and different opportunities which will contribute to our community in
the future.
We would love to see you at the 2 UP on Anzac Day (See Advertisement
in this month’s Village Journal) and at the next RCI meeting which is
on Tuesday May 20th at the Rosebank Hall at 7.0pm.

“Two women of two Babylons”
Yay-eee-Yay - Yo-eee-Yo to be BORN FREE
No wonder I was nervous when I met Natalie Pa’apa’a, a year or
so back, what an inspirational soul. At times my publishers, Blue
King Brown are more than an outfit, more than a band; they are
a tangible, living-breathing-community workshop, at one with the
street. To me, my friends and family in Darwin, ‘Stand Up’ was the
most pertinent, most special groove-in-gift to enlighten our senses
during the first decade of the new Millennium. “How could this
ever be emulated?” - I have often thought, and not just as ‘very
much a Leo’ am I roaring this, but with ‘Born Free’ they have definitely achieved this.
Okay, faded have the intensive Latin percussions of ‘Stand Up’, but
remaining are the Ol-school coil-&-springs reggae rhythm within
crystal clear recording, the most splendid of Natalie Pa’apa’a and
Carlo Santos protest endures. Songs like ‘Renegade’ are a supergroove of self-empowerment with punk surety, Santigold-like hip
hop-SKA-chatter, and enriching strident Papuan war cries, how
could one not feel like marching on the oppressors and manipulators of society! Natalie delivers a variety of notes that tickle the
cranial g-spot nicely. Yet, it’s not for me to spotlight ‘metaphor
Babylon’-that’s between you and Natalie, but as uplifting as the
chorus’s within songs such as ‘Lion’ are, there remains purpose in
point as BKB are social connectors.
Soothingly accompanied by Katchafire’s Logan Bell, along with Jesse
Royal, and a unique In situ-voice with ‘The Congos’; as moi’s smitten-forever loyal to ‘Stand Up’, this album will be one that I will also
be excited by when I’m 70. My pal in Cronulla, Benny-da-Gecko’s
niece Kaliah sings along to this CD, as did my nephews to ‘Stand
Up’ in Darwin those special years ago. To me, Blue King Brown
will be forever the Yolngu-multicultural-coconut palms of tropical August Darwin, and subtropical beachside bohemian northern
NSW, but to the folk of Melbourne ‘theirs’. Thus an experience I
wish I knew more so. I can say this though, energy-charged songs
like ‘All Nations’, in fact the entire ‘Born Free’ story, too deserves to
be a breath to the streets of New York, Kingston, Rio and London.

-----------------------------------FYAH----------------------------------Welcome to Kingston!
Terry Lynn’s Kingston Logic… this Goddess with attitude
And who doesn’t love that, right! Yep, I was attempting to fulfil
my craving for trip-hop-reggae-dub, when Deb of Lismore’s Music
Bizarre instead introduced me to the streets of Kingston-Jamaica,
and with it, ‘Terry Lynn’. What at first seems very experimental,
‘Kingston Logic’ soon cries out originality and importance! Terry
describes the fervent pulse of steamy Kingston town… “I’m a child
of the soil; I was born in the ghetto/where the gangsters roll by and
then gunshot echo!” with intense, almost hardcore-like keyboardpowerchords, her songs are purposeful, sharing and political.
Murder, a murder! Life could be better right! It’s funny though, I
was picking up a Brunswick Heads friend, Phoebe, who was laden
down with a basket full of fresh veggies by the side of the road. I
pulled up while blasting my favourite song on this CD, ‘Stone’, and
the lyrics at the time mirror-stated exactly what I was doing, “You
saw me in the road struggling with my load and you passed me, ya
you passed me!” Phoebe stopped and stared at my stereo, the irony
not lost on her either. A bit ‘stalker-rish’ I guess, but coincidental
I might add! Anyway, the song ‘Destiny’ actually blossoms with
melody, Terry’s voice delightful. Tis very much a dance floor tune,
and the covers of ‘Rivers of Babylon’ featuring Brent Dowe’s deep
voice, are wicked-man, while ‘Consumers’ again holds no punches,
as we continue to let the bullies ruin life in an unsustainable reality.
Well Terry Lynn, I guess you make my life in cosmopolitan rural
northern NSW feel very tame indeed, but I get it, and I dig you. I
know so many people who would, and should, love what you have
to say and the way you say it…Kingston Logic…well yes, it is, and
it’s worthwhile.
Cyclone SKA Darwin
Bovva-Boy Tony Walton & The Cyclones
Some exciting news from Darwin, a Cyclone has formed! Yep, my
ol-pal Tony-2tone-Walton, alias ex-tenor sax of Melbourne’s SKA
outfit ‘No Nonsense’- has instigated a new SKA experience for
Darwin with the formation of ‘The Cyclones’. With the likes of
NEO, and Drum Drum, who also landed a gig at the Commonwealth Games a few years back, Darwin’s melting pot of new arrivals
from all over globe sets the scene for some dynamic music. As Tony
described to me, “The Cyclones are a powerhouse of traditional and
two-tone ska, and The Cyclones are on the rise.” If you see Tony,
swing him some cockney, especially some Alexei Sayle-The Young
Ones-gear, ‘E looves it!

ph. 6629 1270 or 0419 175 775
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Locabiber

Festival wrap-up
The 3rd Byron Spirit Festival saw 0ver 800 people from all over
the globe converge on Mullumbimby and partake in what they’ve
described to organisers as ‘life-changing’, ‘inspiring’, ‘fun’ and ‘celebratory’ activities over the 3 days and nights. Highlights were workshops
by such internationally recognised experts in their fields as Dr.t, Jo
Cobbett, Jeremiah Abrams, Mark Whitwell, Louisa Sear, Simon Park,
and too many more to list here.
The evenings saw the Mullum Civic Hall in full glory - decorated in
a different theme each night, enchanting and welcoming participants
for sound baths, ceremony, kirtan, dancing, and some great musicians
from all over. Local band Vesica Pisces debuted material from their
new CD with a huge band; USA’s Dustin Thomas excited with his new
music, Tahir Qwaali’s group came up from Sydney, fresh from tours to
Asia, and raised the roof!
We look forward to planning for future gatherings, and thank all the
participants, volunteers, teachers, crew, stall holders, sponsors and
locals for contributing to a unique gathering that will resonate, we
hope, on all our journeys.

ABOVE:
BELOW:

Simon Park’s Liquid Flow class on Saturday morning
Nathan Kaye’s Didgeridoo Sound Healing at Spirit Village

Alison Pearl

...Moya Costello

The thing about Chardonnay is this. If
you haven't drunk it for a while, when you
return to it you think, 'Why haven't I been
drinking Chardonnay?'. I'm thinking of the
wooded variety. That honeyed-wood cream;
stewed, ripe apricot; thick, deep gold silkvelvet utter mouth-fill.
So it's great to see a Rosemount Riesling
at the Bexhill General Store Bottle Shop
again. It's the 2011. Golden in colour, it has
over-ripe pine in the perfume, with a little
tartness that is also a little medicinal on a
palate which has a lemon fizz/sherbet in the middle-to-end. Bexhill
General Store is the only place locally I have seen this Riesling, which
has a Barossa Valley address on the label. Under $15.
Sherbet also features in the 2013 Voyager Estate Margaret River
Chenin Blanc. Chenin Blanc is the workhorse grape of volume wine
production. But I really love it when produced well, in its dry form, so
I'm glad to see that Voyager says it is 'close to [their] heart'. So pleasant
do I find its drinking that it made my day when I saw it for the first
time locally, at the Bangalow Cellars.
Bangalow Cellars also had two Rosés new to me: a 2012 Bordeaux
Chateau De Cours and a 2014 Cumulus Estate New South Wales
Central Ranges Luna Rosa Rosado. Rosado is a lighter style made in
a Portuguese tradition by a woman, Debbie Lauritz. But though the
bottle features a pretty frilled-edge and colour-embossed label, the
wine was too sweet – not all that sweet, for the web site says 'savoury
style … with a touch of sweetness', just too sweet for me. The winery's
site also recommends savoury food, but I would
suggest dessert. By contrast, the Merlot-Cabernet
Franc Chateau De Sours was too dry! And though
that lovely salmon pink in colour, I expect with
Rosé to have a sense of lusciousness and thence high
drinkability, and not 'a long dry finish'. Just over
and just unders $20.
I am developing great respect for the Familia Torres
Spanish wine makers. Their Cariñena Rosé is a scintillating, pretty much a to-die-for Rosé. Equally,
their 2013 Viña Sol Catalunya White Wine is made
from Paralleda and Garnacha Blanca grapes. Lightto-mid gold in colour, its lovely perfume has notes
of sweet, ripe citrus and warm cake, with a creamy
pineapple and apple on the palate. Very, very drinkable. Available from the discerning Clunes Cellars/
Wine Store whom I will ask to source more wine,
probably from Torres, of these fragrant and delicious grapes. Just under $20.
Moya Costallo

Sleeping difficulties

...advertorial

Most of us have struggled with difficult sleeping at some point in our
lives, yet many of us probably don’t understand the full impact of
poor sleep quality on other areas of our health. During the day our
sympathetic nervous system is busy rising to the challenges of a stressful job or busy family, and while we sleep our parasympathetic nervous
system is able to regulate hormones, stimulate immunity and fully
assimilate nutrients. Insomnia interferes with these critical processes,
which can lead to hormone imbalances, compromised immunity and
even thyroid problems. We are usually left feeling run down and over
whelmed.
There is also a very clear link between insomnia and metabolic
syndrome, which is why many people suffering from insomnia can
have difficulty losing weight. It can also increase the incidence of
cardiovascular disease and diabetes.
Sleep apnea has been associated to neuro-degeneration, due to the
oxygen deprivation that occurs during an episode. The lack of oxygen
getting to the brain causes cells to die which can speed up the decline
in conditions like Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s disease.
The good news is that there are many herbal and nutritional options
to support healthy sleeping patterns, as well as certain lifestyle and
behavioural changes to help you get the sleep that you need. Things
like sleeping in a dark room, avoiding television and computer screens
for at least an hour before bed, not working or studying in the hour
leading up to bed. Come and talk to one of our qualified Naturopaths
at Traditional Medicinals, to discuss the best options for addressing
your individual sleeping issues.
Written by Jessie Denmeade B.Nat. (SCU) who sees patients for
private consultations at Traditional Medicinals.
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Eureka Public School
What an amazing first term we have had at Eureka Public School.
Thank you to everyone that came along and supported our P&C Trivia
Night. A special thank you must also go to all the local businesses that
so very generously donated all the prizes for our event. The P&C rose
over $3000 for the school which will be used to support a variety of
activities and events that are happening this term. It was a very entertaining evening to say the least! Well done to the organising team Megan
McPhee, Cristy Clark and Penny Szeto and to MC for the evening,
Andrew McPhee.
Our students are very lucky to be participating in Disney’s Aladdin
Junior which is being produced by a talented team of teachers from the
Rivers College of public schools in Lismore. Over 200 students will be
in the production which is on at Lismore City Hall on June 17 & 18.
Actors, dancers, choir, orchestra and circus will all be on the stage. It will
be a spectacular professional level show and yet another showcase of the
talented students we have in our public schools in our area.
All of our specialist teachers have started classes at Eureka PS again now,
with students benefiting from the passion and expertise of teachers in
fine arts, Indonesian language, Science, PD/Health and Music.
ANZAC Ceremonies are always a very special event at Eureka PS, and
this year it will be extra special. Our students are busy researching the
various topics they have chosen to speak about. Our ANZAC Ceremony will be held at 9am on Friday April 24 in our COLA. All the
community is invited to attend.
Thank you to all our parent helpers this term. Parents assist with transporting students to and from excursions, in the classroom, with our
vegetable garden and running our weekly canteen. We have loving our
parents actively involved in our school.
Happy Holidays Everyone.
Michael Coleman
Principal

Upper Coopers Creek
Public School
We welcome our new Kindergarten students Lily & Malaki and all
our existing students and families for another inspiring year at Upper
Coopers Creek. We wish our new students a long and happy stay at
Upper Coopers Creek School.
As Term one draws to an end our new students have settled in to life at
big school and have engaged in fitness activities in the mornings organised by our year 6 students. At lunch time the Year 6 students have also
spent their time organising games such as sack races and ball games
which all students have enjoyed.
This year Sue Sommervelle continues with Creative Arts and Indonesian for all our students. Jenni Wright remains our learning support
teacher and we welcome Rochelle Malone in her role as school learning
support officer.
So far this year our students have taken advantage of the many different
opportunities offered to them.
Four of our students from Year 6, Ruby, Ede, Isabella and Emileyne
were successful in being selected to perform at the Opera House as part
of the Small Schools Choir. This will be a wonderful experience for our
students and one they will remember forever.
Two of our students, Aeryn and Isabella successfully auditioned and
have been given roles in The Rivers combined schools production of
Aladdin to be held in Term 2.
Recently our PP6 Relay team consisiting of Isabella, Aeryn, Emileyne
and Ruby represented our school at the North Coast Regional Swimming championships. We are all very proud of their achievements.
On Friday 20th March we celebrated Harmony Day with a shared
lunch of fried rice cooked by the students. Parents and friends joined
us in the afternoon for a performance of Indonesian and Chinese dance
and song followed by a delicious afternoon tea.
If you would like to find out more about our school or would like to
visit please call our office on 66882 128.

Apologies to Rosebank Primary School.
The Editor would like to apologise to Abigail Sawyer and the kids, parents

and staff of Rosebank Primary School for not printing your articles and
photos in our March
edition. It was an
oversight on my behalf.

Rosebank Public School March 2015
What an exciting beginning to the year. Not only
have we faced down Cyclone Marcia, staying open
to welcome a small band of hardy students, we
enjoyed a wonderful Parent Information Evening,
complete with Sausage Sizzle, and First North
Swimming Carnival.
Classroom news: Years K/1/2 students in our
Wadjahbin Class (Dingoes) have especially loved
our new Buddy Reading program. Each Friday
afternoon, following Assembly, our students are
allocated an older reading buddy who reads to and
with them. So much fun!
A highlight for Years 2/3/4 students in our Gawandi Class (Dolphins) has been having so many

wonderful parent helpers in the room. Just this
week, Brandon, Kate, Natalie and Niels have
worked alongside Ms Wright. Children just love
it when their Mum or Dad is on hand to witness
their at-school fabulousness. Thank you so much.
During the first week of school, our Senior Class,
the Juluhrgan (Wombats) participated in a variety of team building activities designed to help
students understand themselves and others. Using
a program called Aussie Identities, students learned
about different personality types. Since then,
students have used this learning to help them get
along and work effectively with their classmates.

Teaching and Learning at Rosebank aligns with
three strategic directions, developed through
community consultation: Holistic Learning, Inclusion, and Connectedness.
As part of our commitment to Inclusion, we are
strengthening relationships with our local Indigenous community. In recent weeks, Rosebank
students participated in a very special Welcome
to Country led by Robert Corowa. Robert, a local
Bundjalung man gifted us with a beautiful smoking
ceremony, some didge and some important words
to draw us all together. After the ceremony, badges
were presented to our new School Captains, Bridie
Black and Gabe Halligan, and our Peer Support
Leader, Dash Meredith. Year Sixes then proudly
shared the sourdough buns they had baked themselves with the help of Sai’s Dad, Sri.
Inclusive teaching at Rosebank shapes subject
learning as well as social and emotional learning.
All Rosebank students participate in the You Can
Do It! Program, which develops skills including
getting along that help students learn to interact
with respect, tolerance, empathy and kindness.
Our Wadjahbin Class (K/1/2) is investigating
Community Groups and what it means to belong
and contribute to a healthy community. Gawandi
(2/3/4) children are learning about caring for our

environment and have just finished learning about
our National Parks.
In the Senior Class (Juluhgran), students have been
exploring the movement of people across time and
space. Students have been working on annotated
timelines that show the movements of significant navigators, explorers, settlers and colonisers
over the last three centuries. Children not only
document these movements, but present information about how we know that these movements
occurred, such as artefacts and stories. Children
have also been engaged in conversations about the
impact of contact between peoples, helping children understand that history can be understood
from multiple perspectives.
Did you know...at Rosebank:
•
All children K-6 learn languages:
AUSLAN (Australian Sign 		
Language) and (coming soon) French
•
Students receive individual and group
tuition in drums, keyboard or guitar as
part of our CAPA program
•
Students of all ages play and learn
together.

Rosebank Public School: April 2015

COOSH
Clunes OOSH is a not for profit Out Of
School Hours service which operates at Clunes
public school to support local children and
families, offering professional after school and
vacation care. The service employs highly qualified educators, many of whom are teachers,
to provide fun learning opportunities, keeping
children active and safe in a supervised play
environment. During school terms, Clunes
OOSH is open on Mondays- Fridays from
3pm – 6pm. In the school holidays opening
hours are 8am – 5pm.
This April the program has a number of exciting theme days appealing to the primary age
range: Nifty Ninjas, Water Wars, Spy Kids,
Hogwarts & Harry Potter and an Easter party.
Every day includes planned activities where
children cook, craft, team up, learn group
games and play skills. Additionally, the children choose how to spend their free time;
many enjoy riding their bikes, scooters and
skateboards in the spacious outdoor environment.
Children attend from Clunes, Rosebank,
Coorabel, Eltham, Corndale and Eureka and
with small numbers (25 children per day) they
quickly make friends. We have a high educator
to child ratio 3:25, enabling staff to play with
children and extend their skills. If you have
a child who would like to attend please call
us on 6629 1750 to find out more information or make a booking. Parents receive CCB
and CCR rebates making Clunes OOSH an
affordable and enjoyable experience for many
local families. Hope to see you there!
Hannah Watson, Clunes OOSH Coordinator

Kindest regards,
Freedom Vivian.

Bangalow

The Hinterland Specialists
Julie-Ann Manahan

We have the pleasure of introducing the
newest member to our Sales Team.
Committed to providing a high level of service.

19a Byron Street, Bangalow
www.eldersbangalow.com.au

Mob | 0411 081 118
Office | 6687 1500
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WHAT’S ON IN MARCH

The Village Journal

Wed April 1st @ 6:30pm NOT QUITE FOLK JAM NIGHT
Thu April 2nd @ 7pm JAEDEN OGSTON
GOOD FRIDAY CLOSED
Sat April 4th @ 1pm SCOTT DAY VEE THREE
Sun April 5th @ 2pm SLIM PICKENS
Mon April 6th @ 1pm ROMANIACS TRIO
Thu April 9th @ 6:30pm BRAINTEASERS TRIVIA
Fri April 10th @ 7pm INSIDE OUTLAW
Sun April 12th NEIL McCANN DUO
Thu April 16th @ 6:30pm BRAINTEASERS TRIVIA
Fri April 17th @ 7pm HAYLEY GRACE
Sun April 19th @ 2pm KATHRYN JONES DUO
Thu April 23rd @ 6:30pm BRAINTEASERS TRIVIA
Sat April 25th @ 1pm YOLAN :: ANZAC DAY
Sun April 26th @ 2pm BILL JACOBI
See our website for gigs, events, promotions and more!
ELTHAMPUB.COM.AU

Repentance Creek Hall
Pizza Night
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We’re back in 2015. Come along and eat off the new floor.
Pizza, drinks, cake and a kids’ movie. A great community social event.

HEY! Did
you know...
The VJ Has a new website!
villagejournal.org.au
If you missed out on your
edition of the VJ, or
you want to go back in
time and check out the
archives, just visit the
site to download your
very own copy!
Feel free to leave any
comments on the stories,
we always love to hear
what you have to say!
OH! And don’t forget to
follow the VJ on
FaceBook ;-)
/VillageJournal

Saturday 25th April from 4:00 pm – Repentance Creek Hall

Friends of
The Village Journal
Every donation keeps the VJ alive so thanks
to everyone in the past who’ve given generously!
If anyone else would like to donate to the VJ,
the Summerland CU account number is:
BSB: 728 728
Account: 2220 9300

Did you find what you were looking for?
If you contacted one of our advertisers in this issue, let them know
where you found them!
Help keep the VJ alive with advertisers!

Editor: Freedom Vivian
Layout: Flick Durham
Webmaster: Flick Durham
Accounts: Darlene Cook
Advertising: Lydia Kindred
Printed by: Lismore City Printery
We thank the following contributors to
this issue:
Freedom Vivian, Flick Durham, S.W
McGregor, Ian Browne , Eureka Public
School, Rosebank Public School, Upper
Coopers Creek Public-School, COOSH,
Lorraine Vaas (FOK) and Didier Marceau.
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Classified Ads - $5.50 for up to 25 words
Service Directory Listing:
List your business name and phone
number for $30 per year.

All contributions must be original,
not defamatory or infringe
intellectual copyrights, and all
supporting references be properly
acknowledged. Pseudonyms are not
acceptable and authors must supply
full name, contact address and
phone number.

The VJ is GST exempt ABN 70106816600
Direct Deposit BSB 728728 Acc 22209300
Enquiries to
advertise@villagejournal.org.au

Not-for-profits/community
announcements receive a 50% discount

Local Business and Service Directory
Architectural Drafting Service
Michael Spiteri
Auto Mechanical
Six Star Mobile Automotive Services
Bookstore & Gifts
Noah’s Arc
Bush Regeneration
Phil Murray 6688 2066 or
Das Miller
Carpenter
Club/Restaraunt
Dunoon Sports Club
Computer Repairs, Sales & Training
PowerMax
Dental Care
Little Lane Dental
Driveway Repairs
Ron Field
Earthmoving
Tom Thumb 6689 5414 or
Electrical Contractor
Afterglow Electrical Services
Barry Connor
Electrical Services
Sunshine Electrical Services
Fencing (rural)
Malcolm Robertson
Films
Federal Films
Garden Centre / Collectables
Lismore Garden Centre
Health & Healing
Byron Health & Healing, Federal
Hotel / Tavern
Eltham Hotel
Landscaping Supplies Troy’s Driveway & Landscape Supplies

0417 713 033
0415 724 494
66218169
0402 465 488
0416213645
6689 5444
6622 4996
6684 2816
66882153
0457 895 414
0432 331 633
6688 2114
0416 043 414
0400 351 019
6684 9313
66217305
66884651
6629 1217
6622 8890

Full details of our publishing
guidelines are to be found on the
VJ Website.

66284178
6689 5013
6688 2191

After School Care Clunes Out of School Care6629 1750

editor@villagejournal.org.au

get listed for $3.30/issue or $30/year – ring 0421 603 253 or contact
advertise@villagejournal.org.au or PO Box 760, Lismore, 2480

Richmond Sand & Gravel
Mechanic / Service Station
Clunes Auto Centre
Mowing & Earthworks
Federal Mowing & Earthworks
Traditional Medicinals
Natural Remedies
Naturopath
Crystal
Odd Jobs
Roundtuit - Les
Phone Services
Telstra
Piano Tuning
Reuben Barkley
Plumber
Mark Horswell
Printers
Lismore City Printery
Real Estate Agent
Elders Real Estate Bangalow
Recycled Building Materials
Magnay’s, Lismore
Slashing
Ron Field
Store
Bexhill General Store
Suspensions, Trailers
Ace, Lismore
Timber and Plywood
Lismore Timber & Ply
Tyres
Pirlo’s, Lismore
Vet
Lismore Veterinary Clinic
Waste Services
Richmond Waste

6621 7089
6629 1270
6688 4651
6622 4099
0431 592 733
6689 5727
6625 9023
0422221116
0419 483 144
66215371
6687 1500
6621 5549
66882153
6628 4240
66214251
6621 2565
66213561
6622 0033
6621 7431

Not-for-profit groups listed for free – ring 0421 603 253 or
contact advertise@villagejournal.org.au or PO Box 760, Lismore, 2480

Community Directory
Schools and Associations
Public Schools
Bexhill 6628 4233
Clunes
Corndale 6628 4305
Dunoon
Eureka 6688 4272
Goonengerry
Rosebank 6688 2126
Whian Whian
Upper Coopers Creek 6688 2128
Eltham
Preschools
Clunes 6629 1551
Dunoon
Federal 6688 4371
Rosebank
Playgroups Clunes - Inga Schader 6629 1674
Whian Whian
Eureka - Megan Noble 66884272
Dorroughby Environmental Education Centre		
6689 5286
Federal Film Society
Anita
Girl Guides Australia
Helen Hargreaves
Dunoon Scouts
Cubs: Lyn Black
Scouts: Graham Pringle
Community Services
Hall Bookings
Whian Whian
6689 5672
Dunoon

www.villagejournal.org.au

The views and opinions expressed
in this journal are those of individual
writers, and not necessarily those of
the VJ team. Neither RCI nor the VJ
necessarily endorse products and
services of the advertisers or those
mentioned in the articles

ad size:

May Issue Deadline
22nd April

Corndale
Dorroughby
Repentance Ck
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VJ Advertising

6629 1278
6689 5208
6684 9134
6689 5240
6629 1321
6689 5396
6688 2096
66895240
6684 9313
6689 5254
6628 8588
6628 2820

6689 5577
Rosebank
6688 2116
Federal 0497 074 709
Eureka
6688 4217

Lifeline
Bangalow gardening club
Landcare

131114
Margaret Byrne
Fox Road
Phoenix
Rosebank 6688 2220
Whian Whian
Wildlife Carers
Rosebank Koala Rescue
Northern Rivers Wildlife Carers
WIRES Northern Rivers Rescue Hotline
Friends of the Koala Hotline number
Emergency Services
FIRE / AMBULANCE / POLICE		
Hospitals
Lismore 6621 8000
Byron Bay
Fire Permits

Rosebank

Federal John Nardi
Goonengerry
Boat Harbour
Clunes
Dunoon

PO Box 760, Lismore 2480

De Condos
Didier Marceau

6688 4151
Hodgson
Waddell
Johnston
Feebrey

6688 2263
6689 5716

Eric Kinchin

6622 4133
6688 2222
6688 2217
6629 1162
6689 5696
6688 2217
6628 1866
6628 1898
6622 1233
Dial 000
6685 6200
6688 2217

Hugh Campbell
0459 415 938
6684 9153
Martin 6684 9234
6628 4382
Butler 6628 4118
6629 1270
Battistuzzi 0412 742 741
6689 5438
Watts 6689 5359

McDougall 0409 425 551

ph 0478 182 770
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Yellow Robin by S.W McGregor

SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY
1

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

2

3
Good Friday
Happy birthday Flick!
Mullum Farmers Market

5

6

Rainbow Region
Organic Market @
Showground 7.30-11 AM

Easter Sunday

Byron Bay Market

12

7

13

14

8
Whian Whian
Playgroup WW School
10-11.30am
Eureka Playgroup
9.30 - 11.30am

9

10

Byron Farmers Market
Trivia 6.30PM @
Eltham Hotel
Lismore Produce
Market 3.30-6.30PM

15

16

Mullum Farmers Market

17

RCI Meeting 7pm
Rainbow Region
Organic Market @
Showground 7.30-11 AM

Channon Market

19

20

Rainbow Region
Organic Market @
Showground 7.3011AM

Lismore Car Boot

26

Bangalow Village
Market

villagejournal.org.au

Lismore Ikebana 21
nternational 55th
anniversary luncheon
Ballina RSL Club

27

Playgroup WW School
10-11.30am
Eureka Playgroup
9.30 - 11.30am

Lismore Produce
Market 3.30-6.30PM

22

23

Whian Whian
Playgroup WW School
10-11.30am

Byron Farmers Market

Eureka Playgroup 9.30 11.30am

Lismore Produce
Market 3.30-6.30PM

28

29

Rainbow Region
Organic Market @
Showground 7.30-11 AM

Whian Whian
Playgroup WW School
10-11.30am
Eureka Playgroup
9.30 - 11.30am

phone 0478 182 770

Byron Farmers Market

30

editor@villagejournal.org.au

Alstonville Farmers
Market Lismore Farmers
Market

11

Eureka Pizza Night
Alstonville Farmers
Market
Lis. Farmers Market
Federal Films - 4pm Kids
Movie 5.30 Early Dinner
6.30 Dinner 8pm Movie

18

Rosebank Landcare
@ Rosebank Reserve
8-11am
Alstonville Farmers
Market

Mullum Farmers Market

Lis. Farmers Market

24

25

Mullum Farmers Market

ANZAC DAY
Repentence Creek Hall
2-Up - From 4.00pm
Alstonville Farmers
Market
Lis. Farmers Market

30

1

Byron Farmers Market
Lismore Produce
Market 3.30-6.30PM

4

Mullum Farmers Market

Alstonville Farmers
Market
Lis. Farmers Market

PO Box 760, Lismore 2480

